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Inspection of No 4 Company (North Pine), Moreton Mounted Infantry, February 1894.
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Defence not Defiance
Defence not Defiance was one of the early mottos
adopted by the Queensland Volunteer movement. It
speaks of a people who were prepared to defend
themselves but not assume a defiant or aggressive
posture toward their neighbours.

About the Journal
The theme of this Journal is the defence of the colony
of Queensland during the latter half of the 19th century.
Each issue deliberately seeks to collate a wide variety
of articles and images that relate and give context to
the subject. Research is always on-going and new
material surprisingly surfaces all the time. It is a subject
however on which little has been written even though
almost 30000 personnel served in its ranks. This is
where we tell their stories, peruse their pictures, and
examine the artefacts they left behind. Here is where
we examine the international politics that made
defence necessary, the role of the colonial government
in supporting a defence force of volunteers and
militiamen, and the slow move towards a system of
national defence.

absence of Captain Pinnock. The officer closer to the
camera is Lieutenant Archibald E Crichton.
The photograph was taken by an amateur
photographer David Service, who was Clerk and
Overseer to the Redcliffe Divisional Board. The
Moreton Mail, a local newspaper, was impressed with
Service’s talents: It is a very artistic production, and the
likenesses of each so faithful that every face is easily
recognisable. A better souvenir of an interesting
occasion could not be obtained anywhere, and
doubtless Mr. Service will have many applications
made to him for copies from persons interested in the
company, either individually or by proxy.
For more information on the subject you can now
freely download The Mounted Infantry Companies of
Redcliffe and North Pine from the CFSG(Q) website. It
provides a detailed look at the Companies and their
personnel. https://www.colonialforces.org/batteriescompanies-regiments-and-c

Our new Colonial Forces website

Cover photo

The cover photograph is cropped from the image
above, and shows the QDF Commandant, Major
General Owen, inspecting the No 4 Company (North
Pine), Moreton Mounted Infantry. The parade, which
took place on Saturday afternoon 24 February 1894,
had been called for the Commandant’s annual
inspection. The Company was under the command of
Lieutenant James Berry. Major Percy Ricardo, officer
commanding the Moreton Mounted Infantry, was also
present. The company was put through several
evolutions by Lieutenant Berry and QuartermasterSergeant Joseph Coman, evidently to the satisfaction of
the inspecting officer, whom, it was reported
…bestowed on them unstinted praise at the conclusion
of the day's exercises.
Major Ricardo on the left wears the white jacket and
forage cap, and to his right Major-General Owen wears
the plumed bicorn worn by officers on Staff. The officer
closer to Owen is Lieutenant James Kincaid Berry who
had temporary command of the Company in the

The new CFSG(Q) website is now live!
We’d love to get your feedback.
www.colonialforces.org
You can also find us on Facebook!
https://www.facebook.com/CFSGQ/

Regimental bugle calls

Striking a sentry

The publication of QDF General Orders on 16 July 1897
provided the first known Regimental bugle calls
adopted for the Queensland Artillery batteries. It was
also the first publication in General Orders of any bugle
calls, and more were to follow. It is not known who
wrote the calls.

Telegraph, 6 April 1880
The harmony of the Volunteer encampment at
Rockhampton on Easter Monday was slightly marred
by the conduct of a young man named Watt, who fell
foul of a sentry, and, coming to words ended in striking
the man in scarlet. Such an outrage as this was not to
be passed over (says the Argus) and in a short time a
picket of men laid him by the heels and with
considerable difficulty conveyed him to the guard tent,
followed by a large and excited crowd of spectators.
Here the youthful disturber of the peace became very
abusive and had to be secured with ropes to prevent
more
striking
demonstrations.
After a time,
however, he came
to his senses, and
on promising to
leave the ground
forthwith, was set
at liberty, and
order
was
restored.

Image quality
Some images reproduced in this journal are scanned
from microfilm copies of newspapers. The quality of
those images varies; however they have been included
in all good faith.

Volunteer encampment
at Gracemere, 1879.

The Lytton Reformatory boys

Would you like to help?
If you have access to the internet and a little time on
your hands, we have a small project that you can
contribute to without ever leaving home. The project is
to retrieve and transcribe the Brigade or other Orders
that have been published in Queensland newspapers
from 1860 to 1884, using the wonderful resource of
digitised newspapers on Trove. [You can have a look at
Trove here: https://trove.nla.gov.au/ ]
As a young organisation the Queensland Volunteer
Rifle Brigade had difficulties communicating official
information or instructions to its members. Distance
was not its only issue. Just having the capability to get
the information out to the appropriate people in a
timely manner was also problematic. The method that
was finally adopted - the publication of Brigade Orders
- was tried and true and had been working for the
British Army for a century or more.
Brigade Orders were issued from the Brigade Office in
Brisbane. To ensure all members of Volunteer
companies were likely to see the Brigade Order, they
were often published in the local newspapers of towns
that boasted such units. An example of a Brigade
Orders is found below. It was published in the
Queensland Times, Ipswich Herald and General
Advertiser of Saturday 10 February 1866:

Source: QSA

This letter of 22 October 1879 from James Wassell,
Superintendent of the Reformatory for Boys at Lytton,
written to Sir Ralph Gore, the Assistant Under-Colonial
Secretary, notes some of the first work on the
Reformatory that was built on Signal Hill. At the time,
the boys were held on the hulk Proserpine moored in
the river at Lytton. The letter reads:
It having been decided to employ the larger boys in
erecting the stockade on shore, I have the honour to
apply for a draught-horse and a set of dray harness –
there is a good Government dray at Lytton.
In making this application I beg to point out that more
than the first cost would probably be saved by carting
the material for the Stockade from the wharf to the top
of the hill, after which, the horse and dray would be
available for the purposes of this institution, such as
drawing in wood, water & c.,
After erecting the Stockade, the Reformatory buildings
were built there, and the boys relocated from the hulk.
For many years following the commencement of the
fortifications at Lytton, the Reformatory boys
undertook much of the labour-intensive maintenance
work on the site.

Volunteer Office,
Brisbane, 6th February, 1866.
BRIGADE ORDER.
THE usual MONTHLY PARADE of the Queensland Light
Horse, No. 2 Battery Q.V.A., and the Ipswich Company
Q.V.R.B., will take place at the Police-office, Ipswich, on
SATURDAY (THIS DAY), at 5 p.m., when the half-yearly
inspection of Arms and Accoutrements will be made:
Full Dress.
HENRY D. PITT,
Capt. R.A., Major of Brigade.
The Brigade Orders tell an official story of what the
Volunteers were asked to do, how they were trained,
who lead them, and even how they were performing.
It is an important series of records, and when
combined with such official correspondence that
survives, and with contemporary newspaper accounts,
enables a more detailed analysis of the Volunteer
force. If you think you could help in collecting these
Orders please email colonialforces@gmail.com We
can provide detailed instructions to get you going.

UNDER CANVAS

Under Canvas: Tents and Camping Equipment of
Queensland’s defence forces (1860 to 1901) is the
newest digital-only publication available for purchase
from the website.

Extracts:
• A Board on Clothing, Camp Equipment &c &c,
convened in March 1856, requested officers of
the British forces based in the Crimea to report
on a diverse range of camp equipment. One of
these items was the circular tent then on issue.
The tent described was identical to that
mentioned in 1844.
•

The single circular tent was still available in
cotton or linen in 1886. The cotton version
appears to conform to the earlier Mark I tent.
The tents were supplied with pin bags, 2
mallets, pole and valise, with 42 small pins for
the linen tent and 50 small pins for the cotton
version.

•

In some cases authors have described the tents
they have on hand, and in other cases they
have merely copied out-of-date instructional
manuals or other publications. Earlier pattern
tents appear to have continued to be
manufactured long after newer patterns were
introduced. This makes sense when it is
considered tents were often only used
seasonally (in summer) and were held in

Examining ridge tents; circular tents; officer’s and
hospital marquees; and Indian pattern tents, it details
not only their use in Queensland, but their history in
British service from the early part of the nineteenth
century.

In landscape format to give the best views of
photographs and illustrations, this publication covers
new ground in bringing together resources from
archives and libraries in Australia and the UK, and an
exceptional range of 19th century publications on the
subject.
Part I of this title identifies the tents and marquees
used by the Queensland military during the colonial
era. Useful for military historians, re-enactors, or
students of material culture. Part II will detail the
equipment used in Queensland, and in many cases
across the Empire, to allow military forces to stay in the
field.
Visit https://www.colonialforces.org/shop

storage for a considerable length of time.
Peninsular war-era tents were being issued
during the Crimean war. In Australia, there is
evidence of pre-Federation issued tents (pre1901) in local use during WWI.
•

This marquee appears to have had a short life,
perhaps because of the complexity in erecting it.
The Officers Mess marquee was not mentioned
in the 1886 Priced Vocabulary of Stores, though
it was noted in the 1895 edition as being no
longer supplied or manufactured. Commercial
manufacturers such as Thomas Briggs, appear to
have kept the pattern alive and in use with
Volunteers and colonial forces.

Captain H T Wright, RN.

Source: SLQ

far as can at present be understood, the Queensland
Government obtained from the Admiralty permission
to fly on the colonial gunboats the white ensign, which
is the peculiarly distinctive flag of the Royal Navy. It is
probable that a similar permission would be granted to
any of the other Australian colonies, if requested. But
Captain Wright seems to have thought that this
privilege brought the Gayundah and himself, as
commander, under the direction of the Admiralty, and
freed him from obedience to the colonial government,
at any rate in matters relating to naval etiquette.
The Ministers think otherwise. They hold that Captain
Wright is purely a government officer, and that the
white ensign has nothing to do with the matter. It was
for them to give orders, and for their naval officer to
obey them. Certainly this contention seems to gather
some weight from the undisputed fact that Captain
Wright applied for his salary to the local Government,
and that it was not until some question arose on the
subject that the local authorities were set at defiance.
But the rights of the whole affair will doubtless be duly
settled in time between the Admiralty and the
Government of Queensland.

The Queensland Naval Service.
Town and Country Journal, [Sydney] 10 November 1888

Henry Townley Wright, whose name has been brought
forward in connection with the dispute between the
Queensland Government and himself in respect to the
gunboat Gayundah, has been connected with the Royal
Navy since the year 1859. He joined the old Britannia
at Portsmouth in that year for his training; and among
the other young aspirants to fame at that time was
Captain Lindeman, now secretary of the Marine Board
of New South Wales. Mr. Wright was appointed a
midshipman in September 1865; a lieutenant in April,
1868; and a commander in January, 1876. In
September following he retired from active service
with the rank of captain. His war services have been as
follow: As first lieutenant of the Modeste he served
with the Naval Brigade during the operations against
the Malays in the Straits of Malacca (1875-76). When
commander of the Active, in 1876, he was engaged
with the Naval Brigade in the Kaffir war. His name was
mentioned several times in the military dispatches with
great commendation; and he received the Zulu medal,
with two clasps, and the Perak medal. After retiring
from active service Captain Wright accepted an
appointment under the Queensland Government as
commander of the Naval Defences of that colony for a
certain term, which, it is said, would expire next month
(December).
The extraordinary circumstances relating to the abrupt
termination of this period of service were mentioned
in the Town and Country Journal of last week. Opinion
differs very much about the correctness of the course
taken both by Sir T. McIlwraith and Captain Wright. As

The White Ensign as used on Royal Navy vessels since 1800

The 1876 Queensland flag as flown on all other Queensland Government
vessels

The images above are from the Flags of the World
website. It also contains a good history of the White
Ensign in service.
https://www.crwflags.com/fotw/flags/gb-ensw.html

Woolloongabba Cadet Corps
The Woolloongabba Cadet Corps was gazetted on 8
October 1887 with a strength of one Captain, one
Lieutenant, one Colour-Sergeant, 2 Sergeants, 2
Corporals, 1 Bugler and 40 Privates.
Alexander Sillars, a former sergeant in the Moreton
Regiment was appointed the Corps’ Acting-Captain
but seems to have been unable to get it established. It
was disbanded in July 1888.
The names of 74 boys were submitted with the Corps
application. The person who compiled the list of
names had good handwriting but quite poor spelling.
The original spelling has been used here:
Name
FA Woodward
JG McDonald
AE Evans
Charles Moss
Alfred Moss
John Gareden
Richard Gareden
James Gareden
Arthur Heaslope
Arch Colquhoun
Arch Cameron
Duncan Sillars
A Harvey
Hawtrey White
Stanley White
Harry Fielder
Charles Franz
AA Young
William Young
F Whitworth
Paul Schoedel
John Summer
Lewis Gordon
George Gordon
Edmond Todd
Harry Hoskins
Hunter Kingston
Harry Kingston
William Wyllie
Samuel Sowden
William Philipe
William Phillipe
William Whitson
Joseph Whitson
Herbert Barron
Walter Barron
WJ Watson
Carl Swanson
E Schleusener
G Miller

Address
River Terrace
Wellington Rd, EB
“
“
“
Vulture Street East
“
“
“
“
“
“
“
Blackall Terrace
“
“
“
Fisher Street EB
“
“
“
Withington Street
“
“
“
“
Longlands Street EB
“
“
“
Raymond Terrace SB
“
“
“
Stafford Street EB
“
“
Merton Street
“
“

Age
15½
16½
17
13
14
16½
15
12½
12
16
12
13½
15
17½
13½
15
15½
15½
12
13½
13
17
14
16
16
15
16
13
16
12
16
13
12
13
12
13
16
12
14
16

W Thompson
A Hermann
Paul Hermann
Robert Martin
A Anisley
Isaac Telford
John Telford
Walter Gay
Bernard Toohey
W Flower
Percy Harrison
Thomas Harrison
Albert White
HJ Ramsbottom
G Edwards
Charles Nygren
John McLeane
William Carby
Henry Harris
Julius Miller
James Yorston
L Baptist
William Riddell
H Cope
Joseph Wright
James Custway
Joseph Smith
William Morrow
CW Hill
PH Elliott
Charles Phillipe
E McNelly
William Cameron
Michael Polzesi

“
Stanley Street EB
“
“
“
Hancock Street SB
“
Ipswich Road
“
“
Broadway Street
“
“
St George Street
“
Manilla Street EB
Geelong Street EB
Cambridge Street EB
King Street
Redfern Street
Inkram Street
Water Street East
Hurdeburke Street
Latrobe Street
Park Road
William Street
Main Street KP
“
Blakeney Street
Logan Road
Balaclava Street
Albert Street EB
Robert Street
Francis Street KP

17
12
13
13
18
13
15
16
17
14
13
12
14
15
16
14
15
13½
12
15
16
13
12
16
14
14
16
15
17
16
16
17
14
15

Source: QSA

The Romance of War
Queenslander, 8 April 1876
The martial ardour which fires the bosoms of the youth
and manhood of Queensland is not always to be
restricted to the narrow limits of the existing forces.
Dulcem et decorum est pro patria mori is a sentiment
which has nowhere greater acceptance or less
probability of being tested. There are of course
qualifying aspects of the matter. It is notorious, for
example, that however dulcem and decorum it may be
to die for one's country, quite a number of valiant
persons absolutely objected to do any dying beyond
their moustaches, except in uniform. To die in mufti
would be too great a sacrifice altogether; besides, the
word mufti has an unpleasant sound. But there is quite
a number of warlike persons who went even further
than the sentiment quoted. They not only believed that
it would be sweet and proper to die for their country,

but also that it would be equally so to dig holes for
Fatherland. Consequently a new corps was projected
for that purpose principally, and the Volunteer
Engineers soared into being, prepared to dig trenches
and construct parapets, and generally to drink glory
out of buckets, and carve a road to fame with pickaxes.
It is stated—we have it on the worst authority—that all
the undertakers of Brisbane, understanding that one of
the functions of the engineers would be to bury the
fallen, contemplated joining in a body, with a view to
business. They apprehended that it might prove on
underhand attempt to interfere with their professional
profits, and arranged to carry a formal motion (what
they ordinarily carry is a motionless form) that the
corps should make a fixed charge for interments on the
field of battle, and supply monuments according to a
scale of prices to be approved by His Excellency the
Governor as Commander-in-Chief. Learning, however,
that somebody had suggested that, If they brought out
their hearses, these should be utilised as ambulances
for carrying the wounded to the rear, they resented an
outrage so prejudicial to their interests, and refused to
join. Their expression at the time is said to have been
without charge, equal to their first-class four horseplumed hearse and six mourning coach deepest woe
expression, which ordinarily comes to thirty guineas,
and no abatement—of amount, we mean, not of woe.
It is said that one enthusiast in the profession has
persisted in joining the corps, carried away by love of
his profession, as to undertake to inter all the slain he
will ever see —single-handed. We undertake to
present The Queenslander gratia for a year to any
reader who believes the foregoing. We feel confident
he must require some mental expansion.

Winton Presentation
Northern Mining Register, 25 May 1892
Certainly the handsomest thing of its kind ever brought
to Charters Towers is the trophy presented by the
pastoralists of the Winton District to the Charters
Towers Mounted Infantry, as a recognition of the
service rendered by them in preserving law and order
during the late strike. The company gracefully handed
the valuable souvenir over to Captain Russell, under
whose command they were during the trying times of
1891, and it will in his eyes have a value even beyond
its intrinsic worth, owing to the circumstances
surrounding its presentation and the spirit in which the
recognition was made.
The accompanying picture gives an admirable likeness
of the several pieces of plate grouped together. In the

centre is the punch bowl 8in high and 10in in diameter,
over which stands the claret jug its height being I3in,
whilst the two goblets each 7in. high, are placed on
either side. On the front of the bowl is the inscription :'Presented to Captain Russell and the officers, N.C
officers and men of the Charters Towers Mounted
Infantry, in recognition of the services rendered by
them to the Winton district in 1891.'

The Winton Pastoralists’ presentation to the Charters Towers Mounted
Infantry. (From a pen and ink drawing by Miss Flockton.)

On the obverse side also there appears the following: ‘Subscribing stations - Oondooroo, Manuka, Elderslie,
Dagworth, Kynuna, Llaurheidol, Vindex, Sesbania,
Ayrshire Downs, Cork, Springvale, Toorak, Hamilton
Downs, Bladensburg, Davenport and Diamantina
Lakes.' The whole is beautifully chased in solid silver,
and is of the most exquisite workmanship.
NB: CFSG(Q) would be very interested to obtain
photographs of this trophy should anyone happen to
know its whereabouts.

Never let the facts get in the way!
I have always been intrigued by a story that was written
up in various newspapers, on numerous occasions
between the 1920s and 40s, of the day a motor vehicle
caused an uproar at Fort Lytton. Under the heading
‘Scarlet Monster’ (1924), and ‘When the Field Artillery
was routed’ (1936), it told the outrageous story of the
first motorised vehicle to visit a Lytton camp.

1892 and 1902 were both given as dates for his first
vehicle.

The story varies with each account, but the two main
characters, James Trackson of Trackson Brothers and
Colonel Justin Foxton are constant. The basic story is
this: Colonel Foxton was to visit Lytton one Saturday
afternoon to inspect the Field Artillery that was
camped there for training. James Trackson arranged to
pick him up in his self-propelled vehicle and take him
there. There are at least half-a-dozen accounts of this
event, but none of the specify when it happened. I can
find no mention of it in any newspapers prior to the
time an aging Trackson began to recall the adventure
fondly in 1928, some years after Foxton’s death.

Lieutenant-Colonel Foxton circa 1903

Trackson's Locomobile in 1900

The date of the story hinges on when Trackson,
reputedly the first person to own a motor car in
Queensland, actually acquired the vehicle. Interviewed
in 1924 James Trackson spoke fondly of a scarlet
painted steam car he acquired in 1900. There were
those who thought his vehicle was dangerous and
should be preceded by a person carrying a red flag. So
upset were they that a deputation was sent to the
Home Secretary – Colonel Foxton – but nothing came
of the complaint. In a 1928 article Trackson confirmed
he brought the first car to Queensland in 1900,
however the article seemed to suggest the Lytton
outing occurred in his second vehicle, a 6½ horse
power internal combustion engine De Dion. Later
accounts all suggested it was his noisy steam car that
caused such a commotion at Lytton. In 1930 Trackson
stated the first vehicle was a steam Locomobile which
he acquired in 1897 and he followed that with an
internal combustion engine vehicle in 1900. By 1936 he
was suggesting the steam car came in ‘the early
nineties.’ In his obituaries published in 1941 the years

So what facts do we know? Colonel Foxton was in
command of the Field Artillery in Brisbane from 1896
and appointed to command the Queensland Brigade of
Field Artillery from 1903. He was Home Secretary from
1898 to 1903. He died in 1916. James Trackson’s first
vehicle was a scarlet steam-driven Locomobile built by
the American company that did not go into production
until 1899. There is a family photograph said to be
taken in 1900 – probably summer – showing the vehicle
in his driveway. It’s likely not long after it arrived.
Trackson was appointed Queensland agent to the
Locomobile Company in January 1902 and took one to
north Queensland in June 1902. He seems to have
acquired the De Dion around 1904.

Trackson in his De Dion, circa 1904

And so, to the story. This version is from the Brisbane
Courier of 1933: “The steam car, a photograph of which
appears on this page, was not the silent, smoothmoving vehicle the automobile of to-day is. The boiler,
which was 12in. in diameter, and 12in. high, contained
75 fire tubes, each being a little over 3in. in diameter.
The "chug, chug" of what in those days was regarded
as an exceptionally strange vehicle played havoc with
the nerves of horses, and Mr. Trackson always had to
carry an extra passenger, whose duty it was to
occasionally alight and help to quieten fractious
quadrupeds. Mr. Trackson recalls with great glee an
excursion to a military camp at Lytton. Colonel Foxton
sat beside the driver, and the arrival of the car at the
camp so intrigued the artillery men that they left their
horses in a body to inspect the machine. The sight of
the car frightened the horses, which stampeded in all
directions. "Needless to say, there was no review that
afternoon," said Mr. Trackson, "and it was most
amusing to see the brigade in pursuit of its horses, with
Colonel Foxton, in the car, bringing up the rear."

The hardback copies of the CFSG(Q) publication “A
Most Promising Corps: Citizen Soldiers in Colonial
Queensland 1860-1903” have now all sold. However,
we do have a number of softcover copies. These copies
are also stitched, not just glued, and are very robust.
Good value at $20 +p&p. Copies of all CFSG(Q)
publications can be purchased from our website:
Visit https://www.colonialforces.org/shop

In the end does a date really matter? Does it matter
which car? Probably not, but I just wanted to know!
And it’s a good story to tell. The exercise does highlight
the fact the even participants in events do not always
recount their story accurately; that there is a need
when pursuing history to keep open a critical eye; and
that one should always, when possible, verify the facts.
BR

The shoulder ‘wings’ with plain lace confirm he was a
bandsman rather than a drummer, and the white belt
and scabbard that he belonged to the Headquarters’
Band.

Portrait of a Bandsman
This image of an unnamed bandsman was taken by
Albert Lomer, a photographer in Queen Street,
Brisbane. It was taken after 1890 when the first
bandsman’s swords were issued in Queensland. Known
as Sword, Drummer, Mark I, later regulations noted
they were issued to bandsmen and drummers in the
Headquarters Bands, sergeants in infantry bands other
than Headquarters. This sword was also issued to
Infantry and Engineer buglers, Garrison Artillery
trumpeters, and sergeants, buglers and ORs in the
Ambulance Corps.

A Most Promising Corps

Headquarters bandsman circa 1890

Officially known as the Headquarters Band, 1st
Queenslanders or Moreton Regiment from February
1885, it was a continuation of an earlier band. From
1885 however, it was placed under the direct
supervision of the Queensland Commandant, and
though still comprised of militia men, it was attached
to ‘A’ Battery, the permanent military force, for drill
and discipline. The band wore the uniform of the
Moreton Regiment, scarlet tunic or frock with blue
facings and red striped dark blue trousers. It could be
worn with a white helmet with red horsehair plumes.
This uniform stayed on issue until after Federation.
The bandsman here is wearing the full-dress scarlet
tunic and a dark blue Glengarry cap.
Unlike earlier Queensland military bands, this one
remained very stable throughout the 1890s and was
well supported by the government. It played at military
and civil events, concerts and entertainments, and was
generally considered to be continually improving. In
1893 it won first prize in an inter-colonial competition
held in association with a Military Tournament in
Sydney and represented Queensland in the
inauguration ceremony of the Commonwealth of
Australia held in Sydney on 1 January 1901.

The Society for Army Historical Research (SAHR) is a
learned society, founded in 1921 to foster "interest in
the history and traditions of British and
Commonwealth armies, and to encourage research in
these fields." It is one of the oldest societies of its kind.
Past members include notable British Field Marshals
Wavell, Auchinleck and Templer. The Society's
interests embrace both army and regimental history,
military antiquities and pictures, uniforms, badges and
medals, arms and equipment and the history of land
warfare in general. The study of campaigns,
commanders and the political aspects of war are
covered from the sixteenth century to the 1970s.
The main activity of the Society is the publication of a
quarterly peer-reviewed scholarly Journal reflecting
the members' interests and presenting the results of
their own research. The Society also produces a
number of special publications.
The Society’s website: https://www.sahr.org.uk/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/SAHR1921/
Twitter:@societyarmy
Linkedin:
http://www.linkedin.com/in/societyarmyhistoricalres
earch

A note from Scratchley
In November 1881, while at sea off Townsville, Colonel
Peter Scratchley RE, the Inspecting Officer for the
Australian Colonies, scribbled a note to the Colonial
Secretary Sir Arthur Palmer about fortifying Townsville.
Scratchley was on his was to Thursday Island to
determine whether it should be a fortified coaling
station.
My dear Sir Arthur,
Captain Clements called today to see me. He is anxious
to get some guns mounted, in order that his Corps
(Artillery) may be trained. This appears to be quite
reasonable and desirable.
I propose, should you notify your approval by wire to
me at Cooktown, (I shall get telegram on my return
about the 23rd or 24th) – to land and select a site for the
guns, leaving the matter for your [illegible] hereafter
and without committing government.
There is a good site which I have ‘spotted’ from the sea,
for defence as well as practice.
What the guns should be is a matter I can discuss on my
return.
Blaxland spoke to me about this matter, when he was
at Brisbane, and wanted me to settle it, but I told him I
could take no action unless with your approval.
My return steamer will give me ample time to do what
I propose. Should you wish it I will also inspect the
battery in the evening if the steamer remains my own.
Yours &c,
P Scratchley
The action was approved by Palmer and the site
chosen. Positions for seven guns were chosen, but
there was no work authorised for the fortifications. It
was not until the Russian war scare of 1885 that the
Townsville Garrison Battery received its first gun, a 64pounder that was mounted on Magazine Island.

Thirsty work
THE first rifle match for A and E companies, Charters
Towers, took place on November 9 1885, not long after
the companies were formed. Newspaper reports on
the shooting suggested it ranged from very good to
‘simply wretched’. The firing lines were supervised by
Lieutenants Tregaskis and O'Kane, while Captains
Haldane and Dean ‘generally supervised the
proceedings’. A marquee was set up on site, and a band
played to entertain the public, who visited in their
hundreds. The event received the sponsorship of local
businesses: ‘Mr. Harvey gave a large round of beef,
almost enough to feed a regiment; the Burdekin
Brewery Company gave a hogshead of beer, Mr. Craine
gave twenty loaves of bread, and Whitehead Bros, gave
a case of pickles. Mr. Clark of the Crown also gave two
cases of colonial wine.’ Perhaps this explains why some
of the shooting was simply wretched…

What’s in your drawers?
is the living history component of the Colonial Forces
Study Group (Q) Inc. We aspire to create authentic
vignettes, both civilian and military, of life in 19th
century Queensland. Our impressions are based upon
authenticated primary source research, and careful
analysis of historical information.
Living history is all about telling stories
- often quite simple ones - about what
happened here where we live. Beyond
being as authentic and accurate as we
possibly can, we also aim to have fun
and enjoy our activities.

Our members
are
clothed
and equipped
to
display
elements
of
Queensland
society in the
late 1880s and
early 1890s,
though we do
intend to be
able to depict
from 1859 to
1901.
Living
history can be a family activity, and accurate roles can
usually be found for anybody. We are always seeking
new members for our group to help tell our stories.

Do you have any photographs that might show the
colonial military or naval forces? Items of uniform,
buttons or badges? Maybe a discharge certificate or a
letter of commission? Any material relevant to the
Queensland defence force is of interest. We would
welcome the opportunity to view and record those
items. We can probably tell you more about their
owner and their service too.

19th Century Queensland maintains its own website at
www.19thcenturyqueensland.org and has an active
Facebook page.

www.colonialforces.org
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